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Low-temperature specific heat of Hei,senberg-Ising ring' at j.dJ<1 is calculated by the method 
of non-linear integral equations. Specific heat in constant magnetic field (Ce) is proportional 
to temperature (T) at l2.a0HJ<C1+.d)J. In particular lim lim CelT is 28/(3Jsin8) where 

H-+0 T--+0 
O=cos-1..:1, 0:5:.0<n. It is conjectured that lim lim Ce/T=lim lim CelT from the result of 

. T--+0 H-+0 H--+0 T-+0 
numerical calculation. Low-temperature specific heat of the one-dimensional-X-Y-Z model is 
proportional to T-312 exp ( -a/T) in the case of J,>J.>O, J;;;;:;,Jz>-J •. 

§ I. Introduction 

The Heisenberg-Ising model plays a very important role in the theory of 
magnetism and quantum fluids. The one-dimensional system of this model can 
be treated by the method of Bethe's hypothesis. The Hamiltonian is 

N N 
!JC=JL, {S;"'S,":.-1+S/Slt-1+J(S/Sf+1-t)} -2tJ.oHL, S/, SN+l=S1. (1·1) 

£=1 £=1 

The ground state energy, magnetic susceptibility (limH-+o limT-+o x) and elementary 
excitations were obtained by solving linear-integral equations. 

We gave a set of non-linear integral equations for the free energy at IJI <1 
in previous papers/> where we used some assumptions about the distribution of 
quasi-momenta on the complex plane. Though we cannot prove their validity, 
the high-temperature expansion of free energy is calculated through the second 
term and we find that it coincides with a known expansion. In Appendix A we 
will calculate the third term, by which the coincidence is supported. One obtains 
that the free energy per site is 

f(T H)- Tl (2 h tJ.oH) JJ( 1 ) P { 1+2.d2 

' - - og c T - 4 ch2 (tJ.0H/T) - 4 T 4 ch2 (tJ.oH/T) 

3J2 
} ( 1) 

-8 ch4 (tJ.oH/T) + 0 T 2 
(1·2) 

by calculating limN-+= {-.,.- T log (Tr exp (- !JC/T)) / N }. It was shown in Ref. 1) 
that this set of equations gives known exact results at zero temperature. So it 
is quite possible that our assumptions about the distribution of quasi-momenta 
are correct and that the set of equations gives the exact free energy of one-
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1520 M. Takahashi 

dimensional Heisenberg-Ising model. 
In § 2 we give the set of integral equations and some other representations 

of this set. In § 3 we obt~in a set of linear integral equations for limT~o CHIT 
at J(l +.d) >2f.l.oH>O. We will obtain 

for J>O. 

In § 4 we give a set of non-linear equations for the free energy at T ~ J and 
T r-.J f.I.0H. We calculate numerically the value of limT~o limH~o CHIT and :find 
limH~o limT~o CHIT= limT~o limH~o CHIT within the error of numerical calculation 
in the case .d=cos(nl3), cos(nl4), ···, cos(nllO). In§ 5 the low-temperature free 
energy of the spin-t X-Y-Z ring is calculated through the use of integral equa
tions given in Ref. 1). 

§ 2. Mathematical formulation 

In this sectio~ we give notations of series of numbers and functions which 
will be used in this paper: 

cos8=L1, Po=nl8, Pi=I, 

p,=P·-2- [PHIP£-1]Pi-h Vi= [Pi-11Pi]' 
i 

m, = :L:: Vz , 
!=1 

si(x) = S"" _d_(J) _e_'"'_"'_ 
-oo 2n 2 ch Pi()) 

I hnx -sec -, 
4pi 2pi 

di (x). = S"" d(J). ch(p£-P£+1) ()) · ei"'"'. 
-oo 2n 2ch Pi()) ch P£+1()) 

We de:fine the following functions, 

(2·1) 

(2·2) 

D (. {(I-2~J,mi_,)~1 , 1 + 1s£(x) +~1,!-lsi(x) for mi-1<j<mi-2, (2 · 3) n~= . (I-2~;,m,_.)~1,z+1Si(X) +~;zdi(x) +~:i,HSi+1(x) for ;=m~-1, 

a,(x) = S"" ch(Po-I- j)(J) ei.,,d(J)=_I_. {ch nx sinn(Po-I-j)} 
-oo ch(p0 -I)(J) 2n Po-I 2(Po -I) 2(Po-I) 

X {ch~ + cosn (Po -I -j)} - 1 
Po-1 Po-I · 

for j=I, 2, ···., v1-I, (2·4a) 

Joo e'"'"' d(J) 1. nx {3(x)= ·-= sech , -oo2ch(p0 -I)(J) 2n 4(Po-I) 2(Po-I) 
(2·4b) 
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Low-Temperature Specific Heat 1521 

B. ( )- {aiJ-;1+2al,-!1+2+ ···+2a1+Z-2+aJ+z for I=l=l, 
J! X - , 

2a2+2a4 + ··· + 2a,z-2+a2z for j=l, 
(2· 4c) 

C1 (x) =s2*B1,.,-1(x) +o\.,~1s2(x), (2·4d) 

( ) _ J"' dw sinhq,w t .. x_ sin(-~rq1/Po) a1 x - - e - ------'-'--"-'"-"-=-----

-co 2n sinhPoW 2Po(ch(nx/Po) +cos(nq;/Po)). 
(2·4e) 

When 8/7! is an irrational number and O<O<n/2, the set of integral equations is 

"" 
ln 1]1 = -As1(x)&11/T +I,; Dj'i'ln(1 + 1]1), j=1, 2, ... ' 

l=l 

1., · ln1J1 _2f1.0H A- 2 J . {)j()' 
liD-----, - 7! sin , 
, ... ., n1 T 

(2· 5a) 

and the free energy per site is 

(2·5b) 

Equations (2 · 5a) can be transformed as follows: 

"" 
ln1J1 =I,; D1~ ln(1+7Jz) 

t=J.Il 

lim ln 1JJ = 2f1.0H. 
, ... "" n1 T 

(2·6a) 

The expression for· free energy (2 · 5b) can be transformed as follows: 

j(T, H)=- A J_""""s1(x) (a1(x) -a1(x) )dx- Tv~: J_"""" a 1 (x)ln(1 + 1J;-1(x) )dx 

-T J_""""t3(x)ln(1+1].,(x))dx. (2·6b) 

By taking the limit in Eqs. (2 · 5), we obtain integral equations, when () /n is a 

rational number. In this case the number of unknown functions becomes finite. 

Equations (2 · 5) and (2 · 6) are useful for the discussion of the low-temperature 

properties in the antiferromagnetic case (J>O) and ferromagnetic case (J<O), 

respectively. 

§ 3. Low-temperature expansion of the free energy at p 0H'2> T 

Assume that ln 'l/z '2> 1 for J>O, l>2 and 2f1.0H'}t> T. The term ln (1 + 'l/z) m 
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1522 M. Takahashi 

(2 · 5a) is replaced by ln r;1 and one obtains 

ln r;1 (x) = Joo dx' Joo dw sh q1())ei<»(x-x'lln(1 + r;1 (x')) 
-oo -oo 2n sh q1()) 

+ ('nJ- qJ)21J.oH+ 'f: O(r;z-1), j=2, 3, .... 
q1 T z=z 

(3·1a) 

Substituting the case j = 2 of this equation into the case j = 1 of (2 · 5a), we have 

Tlnr;1=- 2nJsin() s1 (x) + 7!'/J.of!+ Joo R+(x-x') Tln(1+r;1(x'))dx' . (} 7!' - (} -oo 

where 

+O(Texp(- 2nfJ,oH )), 
T(n-0) 

_ Joo sh(Po-2)weirox dw R+(x)= ·-. -oo2chwsh(p0 -1)w 2n 

(3·1b) 

(3 ·1c) 

At J<O, 1>J>O we assume that lnr;1 )>1 for J>Jh. Then we have 

T ln r;1 (x) = T Joo dw Joo dx'sh q1w e£.,<x-x') ln(1 + r;., (x')) -oo -00 sh q.,()) 

(3 · 2a) 

In the same way as is used in the preceding paragraph, we obtain 

(3. 2b) 

A .,-1 Joo 7!'/1. H lnr;.,= + -{j(x)- :E C1* ln(1 +r;1- 1) +_ R_(x-x')ln(1+r;.,)dx'+-0-, T t=1 -oo ()T 
(3·2c) 

where 

_ Joo sh(2-Po)wei"'"' dw R_(x)- ·-. -oo2ch(p0 -1)w· sh ()) 2n 
(3. 2d) 

Considering -A/T)>1 and C1* ln(1 +r;.,) """/J.oH/T, we have ln r;1 )>1, j=1, 2, ... , 
J.~t-1. 

From Eq. (2·6b) we have 

Considering that f(T, H) is invariant under the transformation (J, J) __, 
(-J, -J), we have from Eqs. (3·1), (3·2) and (2·5b) 

.. 
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Low- Temperature Specific Heat 1523 

( ) 2nJ sin fJ 1 . . . nx nttoH I"' 
a1 x = - sech-+--+T R(x-x')ln(1+exp(a1(x')/T))dx', 

f) 4 2 n - f) -oo 

(3 · 3a) 

R(x) = S"" dwe;.,x sh(n-2fJ)w , 
.-"" 2n 2ch {)) sh (n- fJ) {)) 

(3. 3b) 

f(T H) __ 2nJ sin f) I"" 1 h nx f) sin fJ d 
, - -sec -·- x 

f) -oo 4 2 2n cosh f)x- cos f) 

-T I"' l_sech nxln(1+exp(a1(x)/T)) +O(Texp(- 2Tr/l.oH )), (3·3c) 
-oo 4 2 (n-fJ)T 

where f) is determined by 

Ll =cos f)' 

for JLIJ<1 and J>O, 2p0H'J;>T. This set of equations IS equivalent to 

a1(x) =- 2nJ sin f) a1(x) +2fJ.oH 
f) . 

+ T f_"""" a2 (x- x') ln (1 + exp (- a1 (x') /T)) dx' , . 

a1 (x) =!!__· sinjfJ j=1 2 
2n ch fJx- cos jf)' ' ' 

f(T, H)= -fJ.oH-T s:""al(x)1n(1+exp( -e1(x)jT))dx. 

a) Case J>O, J(1+LI)>2!J.0H 

We put the solution of (3·4a) at T=O as a1<0>(x), which satisfies 

(3. 3d) 

(3 · 4a) 

(3·4b} 

(3·4c) 

a1 <OJ (,x) = - 2nJ sin f) a 1 (x) + 2fJ.0H- S a2 (x- x') a1 <OJ (x') dx' . (3 · 5) 
f) •l"' (z'J<O 

Function a1COJ is a monotonically increasing function of x 2 and is 2fJ.0H in the 

limit x~ ± oo because a1( oo) and a 2( oo) are zero. It is clear that if - (2nJ sin f)/ fJ) 

X a1 (0)+ 2p0H<O (namely, J(1 + Ll) >2/}.oH), a1COJ (x) has necessarily t~o zeros 

±K, K>O. Using a1C0l(K) =0 and (3·5), one can calculate 2!J.0H from K: 

where 

2 H =2nJ sin e. V(K) . 
/J.o fJ Z(K) ' 

V(x) + s_KKa2(x-x') V(x')dx'=a1(x), 

Z{x) + J_xKa2(x-x')Z(x')dx'=1, 

(3 · 6a) 

(3. 6b) 

(3 · 6c) 
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1524 M. Takahashi 

If T~J(l+J) -2p.0H, e1 (x) has two zeros even at finite T and we put these 
zeros ±K1 , K 1 >0. From (3·4a) and (3·5) we have 

E:l(X) -E;l(Ol(x) + s:Kaa(X-X1 )(E:l-E;l(OJ)(X1 )dX1 

= f.lr a,(X-X1 )E:!(X1 )dX1 + s-K' ••• 
JK' -K 

+ T s_: a 2(x-x1)ln(l + exp( _le1~1) l))dx'. (3· 7) 

The first and the second terms of r.h.s. are of the order of (K-K1 ) 2• The third 
term is 

'T' "' ( (a2(x-K1 ) +a2(x+K1))(1+0(T)). (3·8) .. 6e/ K 1 ) 

From Eq. (3 · 7) one can see 

K-K1 =0(T'). 
Equation (3 · 7) can then be written as 

or 

E:1(x) ;-E:l(Ol(x) + s:Ka,(x-x1 ) (el(X1 ) -E;l(0)(~1))dX1 

rr'T 2 

0 (a,(x-K) +a2(x+K)}+ O(T8), 6e1< )I (K) · 

where U(x) is defined by 

(3·9a) 

(3·9b) 

U(x) + J_KK a,(x-x1 ) U(x1 )dx1 =a2 (x-K) +a,(x+K). (3·9c) 

Using Eq. (3·4c) we have 

f(T,H)-f(O,H)=-T J_":'=al(x)ln(l+exp(-lel(x)I/T)),.. 

s:Kal(x) U(x)dx J :o(T3). 

(3·10a) 
The bracket of the r.h.s. is 2V(K), where V(x) is defined m (3·6b). Dif
ferentiating' (3 · 5) and using partial integration, we have 

<OJ I ( ) _ 2rrJ sin (} W( ) E:1 X - • X 
(} ' (3·10b) 
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Low-Temperature Specific Heat 1525 

W(x) + a2(x-x') W(x')dx' = --a1(x). SK d 

-K dx 
(3·10c) 

Then we have 

f(T' H) =f(O H)- n(}T2 
• V(K) +0(T8)~ 

' ' 6J sin(} W(K) 
(3·11) 

In the limit K-H>O(H---'?0) we can calculate V(K)IW(K). 
By the Fourier transformation (3·6b) and (3·10c), we have 

V(x)- (R(x-x') +R(x+x')) V(x')dx'=- sech-, !- . 1 nx 
K 4 2 

(3 ·12a) 

W(x)- (R(x-x') +R(x+x')) V(x')dx'=- - sech- . !00 
• d ( 1 nx) 

x dx 4 2 
(3·12b) 

Considering that the inhomogeneous terms are te-"'"/2 and e-"'"12nl4 at x~1 and 
that R(x) becomes zero at X--'?OO, we have 

for -1<J<1, 
(3·13) V(K)_ 

W(K) ! + 0 (e-"x) + 0 (K-2) = ! + 0 ( (/i1)) + 0 ((ln (/i1)) -) 
for L1 = 1. 

Using the relation CH;= :-818T(T2 (818T) (fiT)), we have 

lim lim CHIT= 28 
H-.o T-.o 3J sin (} 

(3 ·14) 

At L1 = 1, limH-.olimT-.o CHIT is 2I3J. This coincides 
with Yamada's result calculated from the Fermi liquid 
theory, and with Johnson and McCoy's8l cal<;:ulation. At 
L1 = 0, (3 ·14) is ni3J. This coincides with the known 
result for the X-Y model.'l In the limit Ll--'? -1, (3 ·14) 
becomes infinity. ' 

b) Case J>O, 2Ji0H>J(1+LI), 1>J>-1 

The third term of (3 · 4a) is of the order of 
T 812 exp ( (- 2jJ.0H + J(1 + Ll)) IT). Substituting (3 · 4a) 
into (3 · 4c ), we have 

Fig. 1. The coefficient of T-linear low-temperature specific heat in 
the limitT~OandH~O. In the limiUI~-1, limH-.olimT-.oCH/T 
diverges as (1 + J) -112. -1. 

Ll 
0 1. 
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1526 M. Takahashi 

rs;z /2 reo (-2p.0H+J(1+J)) f(T, H) = -p.0H- ---;r-V J Jo In (1 + exp T 

X exp( -x3))dx(.1+0(T)) +0( T 1fZ exp( - 2P.oH~J(1 +J))). 

(3·15a) 
At 2p.0H- J(1 + J))? T, (3 ·15a) is 

f(T,H)=-p.0H-T3f3 1 ·exp(·- 2p.oH-J(1 +J)-)[1-f-O(T)], (3·15b) ../2nJ · T · 
and we have 

C = 1 (2ttoH-J(l+J))a ex (-2p.oH-J(1+J)).[1+0(T)]. (3·15c)· n ../2nJ T 8f3 P T 

At 2p.0H=J(1+J) one obtains from (3·15a) 

j(T,H)=-p.0H-T8!3 , 1 r:(~)(l-_!_)(1+0(T113}), 
'V 2nJ 2 .V2 (3·15d) 

(3·15e) 

where e; is Riemann's zeta function. It is remarkable that the low-temperature 
specific heat is proportional to T 1f3 and that the coefficient does not depend on 
J at 2p.0H = J (1 + J). 

§ 4. Case p 0H-T and T~J 

a) .Case J>O, 1>J>O 
Equations (2 · 5) are transformed as 

A "!(X ico In 7j1 (x) = -- sech.-011 + {D11 (x-x') +D11 (x+x')}ln(1 + 7J1(x') )dx', 4T 2 o . 

limln7j1 = 2p.0H 
J-oco n1 T ' 

reo 1 "!(X f(T, H) -f(O, 0) = - 2T Jo "4 sech 2 In(1 +rJt(x))dx. 

Putting x-+x+ (2/n)ln(A/2T) and T--+0, we have .a set of non-linear integral 
equations which determines the T 3 order term of free energy as follows: 

co 

In 'YJJ = - (] 11e-wzf3 + I:; D f;. In (1 + 7j1), j=1,2, ... ' (4·1a) 
1=1 

lim In 'YJJ =y, (4·1b) , ..... nJ 
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Low-TemPerature Specific Heat 1527 

c (y) = s: . ..e-""'12ln (1 + 1/1 (x)) dx ' (4-lc) 

f(T, H) -f(O, 0) = - 28~2 C (2/J.oH) + 0 (T4). 

nJ sm 8 T 
(4-ld) 

When n/8 is a rational number, one can reduce this set of equations to that 
with finite unknowns. Therefore the numerical method is available for the 
calculation of C (x). Especially when n/8 = 3, the set of integral equations is 

ln 1/1 = - e.-"x12 + s1 * ln (1 + 2ch (3y /2) · IC + IC2) , 

ln /C = s1* ln(l + r;1). 

In order to determine limr_,0 Jimn .... o C n/T, it is sufficient to calculat,e C (0). From 
the numerical calculation, we have C (0) = 0.5235378. This value is very near 
to n/6 = 0.5235987 · · ·. When n/8 = v is an integer larger than 3, we have 

ln 1/1 = - e-"x12 + s1 * In (1 + r;2), 

ln r;1 = s1* ln.(l + 1/J-1) (1 + 1/1+1), 2<j<v- 2, 
\, 

In 1/v-2;, s1* ln(l + 1/v-s) (1 + 2 ch (J)J) · /C + JC2), 

ln1C=s1* ln(l+r;.-2). 

Table I. Numerical calcula-
The results of our numerical calculation of C (0) at 
Ll=cos(n/v), v~3,4,-··,10 are shown in Table I. 
In this calculation the .number cif unknown func
tions is v -1. An unknown function is represented 
by 40 unknown numbers. This set of non-linear 
equations is solved by the method of iteration 
through the use of computer NEAC 500. These 
values are very near to n/6. We can regard the 
small deviations from n/6 as numerical errors. It 
is very plausible that C (0) is n/6 for any value 
of L1 and that limr .... o limn .... o CHIT is 28j3J sin 8, that 
IS, limr .... o limn .... o CH/T='!imn.:..o limr .... o Cu/T. 

tion of C (0). 

" .d C(O) 

3 0.500000 0.5235378 

4 0.707107 0.5233042 

5 0.809017 ' 0.5230769 

6 0.866025 0.5229287 

7 0.900969 0.5228421 

8 0.923880 0.5227903 

9 0.939693 0.5227562 

10 0.951057 0.5227310 

b) Case J<O, I>LJ>O 

At x ~Po -1, it is clear that 

a, (x) = _1_ sin '/!(Po -1-j). e-"xf2(Po-1J ' 
Po-l 2(Po-1) 

/3 (x) = 1 e-"xf2(Po-1J , 
2(Po-1). 

from (2 · 4a) and (2 · 4b). Using these equations, we have the following integral 
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1528· M. Takahashi 

equations for T 3 order term of free energy at P.oH"'T and T<t:.IJI: 

In "fl = 2 sin n-(Po - 1 - j) e-w:z(J(Po-1> + "f=-,1 B * ln(1 + "fl - 1) ·ti 2( 1) ~ Jl •tl · Po- 1-1 

(4·2a) 

(4·2b) 

.. 
In 1JJ = ~ Dfi ln(1 + 1J1) (4·2c) 

l=.llt 

lim In 1/J =y, (4·2d) J-+oo n, 

C(y) = "'t1 sin n-(Po- 1-j) J"" e-w:zf"J(Po-I>In(1+1J1- 1)'dx 
a=1 2(p0 -1) -= 

+ J_""oo e-w:z/I(Po-1) In (1 + 1j.,) dx 1 (4·2e) 

f(T, H) -f(O, 0) = - 2(n--~)T-:.c(2P.oH) +O(T'). 
n-IJismO T 

(4·2f) 

The author believes that C (0) is n-/6 · in this case also, though numerical calcula-
tion is not yet done. 

§ 5. The X-Y-Z model in zero field 

In this section we consider the low-temperature specific heat of the X-Y-Z 
model in zero :field. The Hamiltonian is 

N' 

3C= ~ JzS/Sc"'-+1 +J11SlSl'+l +J,S/S;+1> SN+l=S1. (5·1) 1=1 

a) Case o<J., <J11 <J. 

Equations (4·10), (4·13) and (4.·16) of Ref. 1) are written as 

e1= -As1(x) + TD~ ln(l+1J2) + TD~ ln(1 +exp{e1/T)), (5;2a) 

"' ln1J1 =Df;,ln(1+exp(e1/T))+ ~Dfiln(l+1J1), j>2, 

I. In 1JJ _ 0 liD--- ' 
J== nJ 

1-2 

f(T) =f(O) -7'_ f'Q ln(1 +exp(e1(x)jT))s1(x)dx, 

A=n-J. sn2(/(, 

(5-'2b) 

(5·2c) 

(5·2d) 

(5·2e) 
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Low-Temper~ture Specific Heat 1529 

D ( ) _ {(l-2o1,m,_,)o~,z+lsi(x) +o1,1-1si(x) for mi-!<j<mi-1, 
J! X - • (l-2o1,m,_,)o1,z+Isi(x) +o1zdi(x) +o1,1-1s£+1(x) for ;=mi-1. 

(5. 2£) 

The first term of the r.h.s. of (5· 2b) is of the order of T exp (- As1 (Q) /T). 
From Eqs. (5·2b) and {5·2c) we have 

r;2=3+0( ff exp ( -As1(Q)/T)) (5·3a) 

and from (5·2a) 

e1 (x) = -As1 (x) +Tln2+0(T812 exp( -As1(Q)/T)). (5· 3b) 

Substituting this into (5 · 2d), we have 

j 2n f(T) = f(O)- 2T812s1 (Q) As/' (Q) exp .(- As1 (Q) jT) {1 + 0 (T)}. (5 · 4a) 

Using 

we have 

(5·4b) 

where k' is ../1- k2 and Kk' is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
with modulus k', k being det~rmined by 

Kk _Kv JJ11 =dn(2(, l), J., = cn(2( l) 
Kk,-C' • . J. ' ' 

(5·4c) 

with o<r;,<KI/2. 

b) Case 0<-J-.,<-Jv<-J. 

In the same way as Eqs. (2 · 5) were transformed into Eqs. (2 · 6), Eqs. 
(5 · 2) are transformed as follows: 

.Vt-1 

e1(x) = -Aa1(x) + :E B1~T ln(l +exp( -s1/T)) +C/T ln(l+exp(s.,/T)) 
!=I 

llt-1 

e.,(x) =AfJ(x)- :E C/Tln(l+exp( -s1/T)) + :E D:-,1 Tln(l+r;1) 
!=I !>v1 

"' In r;1 = :E D11 In (1 + r;1) + D1, ., In (1 + exp (s.jT)) 
l>v, 

1. .In r;1 _ 0 Im --- ., , ... "' n, 

(5·5a) 

(5·5b) 

(5·5c) 

(5·5d) 
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f(T) =/(0)- r}~f J_QQ a 1 (x)ln(l+exp( -e1/T))dx 

-T J_QQ,8(x)ln(l+exp(e.,/T))dx, 

where a" ,8, B 1z, C1 and D11 are defined by 

= ~ 

a1 (x) = :E a1(x+2jQ), ,8(x) = :E {3(x+2jQ), ··· 
J=-~ J=-~ 

and /(0) is the ground state energy per site. One can show 

,8(x)= (Kk' dn(Kk,x, k), a1(x)=,8(x+i(Po-1-j)) 
2n Po-l) Po -1 

(5·5e) 

+,B(x-i(Po-1-j)) = Kk' dn(Kk'x 'k)dn(Kk,(Po-1-j)i' k) 
· n(Po-1) Po -.1 · Po-l . 

X (1- k' sn2 ( Kk'x ' k) sn' (Kk,(Po-1-j)i' k)) -1, 
Po-l Po-l 

where k is defined by 

Kk =~, JJ~ =dn(2C, l), JJxz =cn(2C, l). 
Kk' Kz-C • 

(5·6) 

Functions a1(x) and ,8(x) have the minimum at .x=Q and 

a,(Q) = Kk,k' sn( Kk,j , k'), 
n(Po-1) Po-l 

a/' (Q) = K!,k' 3 sn ( Kk' j , k') (1 + k'2 - 2k'2 sn2 ( Kk' j , k')), 
n(Po-1) Po -1 Po -1 

,8(Q) Kk,k' , ,8" (Q) = K!,k3k' . 
2n(Po-l) 2n(Po-1Y 

(5·7) 

From (5·5c) and (5·5b) we have 

'f/•,+1 =3+0(exp(A,8(Q) /T) ). (5·8) 

Substituting this into (5 · 5a) and (5 · 5b), we have 

e1(x) = -Aa1 (x) +0(Texp(A,8(Q))) +0(Texp(Aa1(Q))) 

for j=l,2, .. :, l/1-l, 

e., (x) =A,8(x) +TIn 2+0(Texp(A,8(Q))) +0(Texp(Aa1 (Q))). ·· (5·9) 

From (5 · 5e) one has 

f(T) =/(0) -2T312,8(Q)j -A;~ (Q) exp(A,8(Q)/T) {1 +O(T)} 
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- T 812a1 (Q)j _A!~' (Q) exp (Aa1 (Q) /T) {1 + 0 (T)}. (5·10) 

At sn(Kk'/(p0-1), k')>i the second term of (5·10) is dominant because of /3(Q) 
<a1 (Q). It is interesting that the energy gap appearing in specific heat can
not be an:alytically continued as a function of Po= K 1/t;. at Po= 1 + Kk'/ (sn-1 (i,k') ). 

It is well known that f(T) is invariant under the transformation (Jx, Jy, J,) ~ 
(Jx, -Jy, -J.). Then we restrict ourselves to the case J.>JY>JJ..,J. The energy 
gap appearing in specific heat is 

J, sn(2t;,, l)Kk'k' 
2t;, 

K -, ·sn-1 (1: k') 
for 1 "> 2 ' 

t;, Kk' ' 
(5·11a) 

(5·1lb) 

where k, l and t;, are defined by (5·4c) in the condition O<t;,<K1• 

The low-temperature free energy, at J,=Jy>O and JY>Jx> -Jy, is obtained 
if we put p.0H = 0 in Eqs. ( 4 ·1) and ( 4 · 2). Then the specific heat is proportional 
to T at low-temperature. But -vve cannot obtain low-temperature free energy at 
J,>Jy= -Jx>O. 

§ 6. Summary and discussion 

For_ the Heisenberg-Ising ring, f(O, 0) and limH~o limT~o X were obtained by 
Yang and Y ang,5l and des Cloizeaux and Gaudin.6l In Table II these quantities are 
given as functions of (J (J =cos 8) at J>O. An interesting feature is that these 
quantities are analytic as functions of J at -1 <.d<l. 

Table II. Analytic expression of physical quantities at J>O and 0-:s;;.O<n. 

40.a~ 
J(rr-O)n sin 0 

20 
3Jsin 0 

I The ground state energy per site 

I J . oJOO sh(rr-0)(1) dll) - S1n 
-oo 2 ch_OCI) sh rrll) 

We can discuss the low-temperature properties by considering a few kinds 
of excitations when p.0H'}t> T, because other excitations have a finite energy gap. 
On the other hand in the case H = 0, we must consider all kinds of excitations, 
because the energy gap vanishes. Therefore, integral equations for low-temperature 
thermodynamics have many unknown functions. 

a) Relations between the results for J.dJ>1 and those for JJJ<1 
-Gai.tdin7l g~ve a set of integral equations for H-I ring at .d>1 which includ

ed author's set for .d ;::= 18l as a special case. His set of equations is equivalent 
to the following set : 
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s1(x) = -As1(±) +sl*Tln(1+exp(s2(x)/T)), (6·1a) 

s1(x) =s1*Tln(1+exp(sJ-l/T)) (J,+exp(SJ+1/T)), (6·1b) 

lim s,(::-:)=2f.L0H, (6·1c) 
}->a> J 

f(T, H) =f(O, 0)- T J_QQ s1(x)ln(1 + exp(s1{x)/T) )dx, (6·1d) 

where 

s1(x) = i: _!_ sech ll(x-2jQ) =Kk' dn(Kk,x; k), 
J=-"' 4 2 2n 

(6·1e) 

Q=;' ::=Q, (6·1£) 

and ({) is determined by ch ({)=LI. Johnson and McCoy8l calculated the low
temperature free energy using these .equations. 

At J>O, 0<2!LoH<As1 (Q), Ll> 1 one obtains 

s1(x) = -As1 (x) + T ln(2ch(!L0H/T)) +O(T exp( -sl(Q)/T)), 

s1(x) =Tln((sh(jf.LoH/T)) 2 -1) +O(Texp( -s1(Q)/T)) for i>l. (6·2a) 
sh (!LoH/T) 

Then one has 

/ 2n !LoH f(T, H) =f(O, 0) -T812sl(Q),V As/'(Q) exp ( -Asl(Q)/T)2 ~hT(1+0(T)). 

(6·2b) 

At J>O, J(1 + Ll) >2!LoH> As1 (Q), .:1>1 we can treat the problem in the 
same way as § 3, and obtain 

s1(x) = - 2nJsh({) a1(x) +2f.L0H+ JQ a2(x-x')Tln(1+exp( -sl(x')/T))dx', 
({) -Q 

(6·3a) 
where 

({) shj({) 
a1(x)=-· , j=1,2. 

.2n chj({)-cos({)x 
(6··3h) 

These correspond to Eqs. (3 · 4a) and (3 · 4b). The free energy is given by 

f(T H) -f(O H)=- n({)T2 V(K) +0(T8) 

' ' 6Jsh({) W(K) 
(6·4a) 

and K is determined by 

2 H-2nJsh({) V(K) 
f.Lo - ({) . Z(K)' (6·4b) 
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where 

(6·4c) 

JK d 
V(x) + a2(x-x') V(x')dx'= --a1(x), 

-K dx 
(6·4d) 

Z(x) + J~a2(x-x')Z(x')dx'=1. (6· 4e) 

The second term of (3 · 11) and ( 6 · 4a) are analytic functions of fP and <D2, 

respectively. Putting <D2~- ()2 one finds that (6 · 4a), (6· 4b) and L1 = ch <D ana
lytically continue to (3 · 11 ), (3 · 6a) and Ll =cos () as functions of () 2, respectively. 
Then one finds that limT~o CHIT is analytic as a function of Ll at L1 = 1, H=/=0. 

At J>O, L1>1, 2p0H> J(1 + Ll) one has 

therefore 

e,(x) = - J sh (D shj<D + 2jpoH + 0 (T-sf2J..)' 
chj<D- cos <Dx 

J..= exp( -2p.0H~J(1 +LI)), 

TBf2J2i"' f(T,H)=-p.0H-- J . ln(1+J..exp(-x2))dx+O(J..T2). 
1! Q, 

In the case J<O, L1>1 and p.0H'J;>T one has 

e,(x)= Jsh<Dshj<D +2jp.oH+O(T-8f2J..), 
chj<D- cos <Dx · 

J..= exp( -2p.oH;J(1-LI)), 

f( T H)=_ H- ys;2 1 . ex (-2p.oH-J(1-LI)). 
' /J.o V2niJI P T 

(6·5a) 

(6·5b) 

(6·5c) 

(6·6a) 

(6·6b) 

(6·6c) 

As f(T, H) is invariant under the transformation (J, Ll) ~ (- J, - Ll), one has 

j(T,H)=-p.0H-T 812 , 1 exp(- 2P.oH+J(1 +LI)), (6·7) 
v2nJ T 

for J>O, Ll<-1 and p.0H'J;>T. The results, (6·5c) and (6·7), analytically 
continue as functions of L1 to those of § 3 b) at L1 = ± 1. 

The results ·for the Heisenberg-Ising ring are summarized in Fig. 2. In the 
shaded region and on the segment d, the system shows T-linear low-temperature 
specific heat. On the line a, CH is proportional to T 112• In the region 2p.0H 
> (1 + Ll), specific heat is proportional to T- 812 exp (-a/T). 

Putting l=1 in Eq. (5·2a), one can derive the low-temperature free energy 
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2f.l,H 

A 

-1 

c E 0 

Fig. 2. 
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c 
CH~(312exp(-01/T) 

e 

.Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. Properties of the low-temperature specific heat of the Heisenberg-Ising model at J= +1. 

Regions A, B, C contain neither lines a, b, c, d, e nor end points D, E. Point Dis contained 
in line d and point E is contained in line c. 

Fig. 3. P,roperties of the low-temperature specific heat of the X-Y-Z model in zero field. 

of Heisenberg-Ising model in zero field. This coincides with (6·2b) at H=O. 
We summarize the results for the X-Y-Z model in zero field in Fig. 3. On the 
line AFB except B, the specific heat (C) is proportional to T. In the shaded 
region and on lines AO except points A and 0, c to r-S/2 ~xp(-a/T). On the 
point 0 (Ising case), C to T- 2 exp( -a/T). In the regions D and E, the energy 
gap a is given by (5 -lla) and (5 -llb) respectively. One should note that the 
gap cannot be analytically continued from region D to E. 

b) Unsolved Problems 

We can obtain neither low-temperature specific heat of H-I ring at H = 0, 
.J~-1, J>O nor that of X-Y-Z ring at J.>Jy= -J.>O. 

If the magnetic susceptibility is invariant in reversing the order of the limits 
r~o, H~o, i.e. 

it 1s required 

and 

lim lim x=lim lim X, 
T-+0 H-o H-+0 T-+o 

C" (0) = 1 
2(-n:- (}) 

for (4·1), 

C" (0) =l_ 
2(} 

for (4-2). 

But we can prove neither its validity nor C(O) =n:/6 from Eqs. (4·1) or Eqs. 
(4·2). 
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Appendix A 

--Calculation of the third term of high·temperature expansion--

Here we continue the calculation of Appendix C of Ref. 1). From Eqs. (C. 3) 
of Ref. 1) we have 

00 

'E [&,~(1+ (7!/o))-1) -DJ!Jc~<2)=HC7!/o))-1+ (7!/o))-2) (c/1>)2. (A·l) 
1=1 

Then we have 

............. 00 /'-. ( (0))-1 + ( (0))-2 /'-... 
cPl(w)= ~B,~(w) 7/1 

2 7/l {c~<1l}2 (w), 

/'-. /'-. 
where B11 .(w) is the jl element of inverse matrix of {811 (1 + (7j/0l)-1) -D11 (w)}. 
One can show 

/'-. /'-. 
BH (w) = -2 ch wc1<1l (w) ( -1/<1>+1, 

where r(j) is defined· by mr<Jl<j<mr<J)+h therefore 

(A·2) 

Then the third term of 1/T expansion of f is 

-A2 J_00

00
S1 (x)c1<2l (x)dx = - ~2 ~ ( -1/<1) { (7j1<0l)-1 + (7j1<0l)-2} J_oooo {c1<1l (x) Pdx 

(A·3) 

where 

U~= [(7/l<ol)-1+ (7/I(Ol)-2] J_oooo {c~(1l(x)}sdx. 

Substituting (C. 2) and (C. 6) of Ref. 1) into the above equation and carrying 
out integration, we obtain 

+ f ~ {h~;., + hf~1 +6 cot 1/Jm,., Chf~1- hf~2) + 2(¢1+1+ ¢~+ 2)} 
H1 1+2 
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where 

Using 

and 

M. Takahashi 

c/JL=qLn/Po, c/JL+I=n(qL+ ( -1Y+1Pw)/Po, 

c/JL+2 = (qL + 2( -1Y+IPi+l) /Po, c/Jm,,, =qm",n/Po. 

hP' = -3 cot ¢1+ (I rt-3 coe ¢1)¢1 , 

hP' = 1- cot ¢1 • ¢1 , 

f1 = f(nL -1), f1+1 = f(nL + Y; -I). 

fL+2 = f(nL + 2y; -I), fm,,, = f(mi+l -I). 

fL+2 = __ I_+2 chy;f1.0H 
f/fL+! fJL+l f12 ' 

f1 _ = ___ I_ + 2 ch Y;fl.oH 
fL+lfL2+2 fL+!fL+2 fL2+2 

1 _ I ( 8 -n!PoH 8-n!+<P~H) 

fJL+!- f m,, 1 '~- fL+~ ' 

one :finds that almost all the ten~s in (A. 3) cancel out except a few terms, and 
obtains :finally 

(A·3) =- J2 { I +2J2 
4 (2 ch fJ.oHl 

6J2 } 
(2 ch f1.0H)4 • 

(A·4) 

This coincides with the t}j.ird term of (1· 2). 
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